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SITREP NOVEMBER 2012: FERNWOOD ESTATE - NEWLANDS 
                

1. Alarm activations 

 A total of 422 alarms were attended to for the month of November 2012. 

 A total of 66 panic alarms were attended to for the month of November 2012. 

 The total average response time for the month of November 2012 was 4mins 41sec 
 

2. Greenbelts 

 Foot patrolled the greenbelts and set up track traps.  No suspicious activity found. 
 
3. Incidents 

 Please see attached report. 
 

4. Gates / Doors Open  

 SRT checked for open gates in the Fernwood area, all in order. 
 

5. Perimeter Fence Line 

 SRT checked all houses fencing facing the greenbelts for tampering and damages. 
 

6. Operations 

 SRT stood down at strategic observation points to monitor vehicles coming into the area. 

 Regular patrols were conducted within the Fernwood area, all in order. 
 

7. General 

 The total number of Mountain Men clients to date is 282. 

 The total number of contracts signed at Kirstenbosh Gardens is 11. 
 
 
 
Allan Dillon 
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ANNEXURE A 
Activity and Incidents in Bishopscourt and Constantia: November 2012 
 
Bishopscourt 
16.11.2012 Forrest Drive Bishopscourt: There was an incident in Forrest Drive yesterday where copper pipes and taps 
were stolen. The gardener reported that the pool company switched the water off which made it easy for the taps and 
copper pipes to be stolen. 
 
Constantia 

 03-11-2012 Activity picked up at Oak Ave greenbelts at 03:40am. Resident at no 14 Oak reports one 
unknown male walking in greenbelt into Hohenort greenbelt carrying two bags with him that looks heavy.  
SRT went looking for this male in greenbelt and picked up a spoor at Oak roads alley and followed it.  K9 
Josef picked up a sent and followed it to the entrance of Hohenort at the Cellars and found two bags that was 
dropped alongside the path.  SRT checked the bags and discovered screws, two saws and tapes.  The other 
bag contained potting soil.  SRT checked the greenbelt further but did not find any one lurking around.  The 
items were handed in at Wynberg SAPS 13: 1369/12 

 09-11-2012 night shift: A break in took place at 05 Avenue Pinehurst where entry was gained at the front 
gates then access via the kitchen window, a TV and a grey Toyota Yaris reg. No. CA94943 belonging to the 
owner was stolen. This information was only made available the next day when SRT Saliem did a follow up at 
the property. 

 13-11-2012 @ 03:02 attempted break in at 02 Avenue Hermina where the client spotted 4 black males, 1 was 
at the window and 3 was at the gate forcing it open. The suspects fled from the property and Mountain Men 
SRT unit as well SAPS and ADT stood down promptly after the call came in. We tracked the area doing 360’s 
in the Nahoon area, corner Parish and Southern Cross, also checked in Glen Ave. Headed through the 
greenbelt via Rathfelder and surrounding areas.  SRT contacted the CVNW control Yolanda for a house 
number however she declined to give any information, control was requested to get hold of SAPS Diepriver to 
confirm an address of the attempted break in. 

 13-11-2012 @ 05:03 1 Klaasenbosch Drive, Constantia: received a panic alarm and Armed Response Officer 
dispatched. He reported back that 4 x bicycles were stolen from the garage. Suspects were able to derail the 
gate as it was slightly open to enter property. They gained access to the garage and stole the bicycles.  They 
were seen by the gardener [Isaac]. He did not see which direction they sped off in nor could he give any 
description. Wynberg SAPS [Const. Arendse] was contacted and dispatched to the premises. The garage 
was open at the time the suspects stole the bicycles. Awaiting SAPS.  Follow up operations are underway. 
Alphen green belt used by suspects. 

 13-11-2012 – Attempted housebreaking at 20 Eugene Marais Rd. Notified of this crime via twitter. No 
Information available.SRT members did follow up and located address. Tenant consulted (Mr. Hills). Heard a 
noise during the night (about 04h00), investigated and saw 2 or 3 persons on his property. Burglar bars on 
front window of premises partially removed. Nothing stolen. Wynberg CAS 176/11/2012 

 22.11.2012 6 Venus Avenue Constantia: received an alarm at 15:20 called the client on cell, she reported to 
send A/R her place has been burgled. Officer Justin stood down at 15h22 and officer Saleem stood off 15h24. 
On arrival this client informed a lot of items stolen. SAPS also arrived at premises.  As per the client who 
informed Saleem the florist informed her that her front door and gate is standing open at 15h11. She came 
there at 15h20 and found her house burgled. Items stolen: TV, watch, diamond jewelry, ipod, camera, 
diamond earrings, tennis bracelet with diamonds and 8 loose diamonds. 

 27.11.2012 while patrolling Duckitt Road went down Margaret Close and speled the smell of burning dagga.  
Upon investigation found 3 coloured males who work for Glassman Retreat, sitting in the greenbelt smoking 
dagga.  They were confronted and in the process they discarded the dagga pipe.  SAPS arrived on the scene 
while this was in progress and assisted us.  SAPS searched the Glass company vehicle and their bags but 
found no incriminating evidence.  Follow up to continue.  Suspects are Tom Waterloo, Keith Julies and 
Llwelyn van Diemen.  Vehicle registration CA583615. 

 30-11-2012 Siraj Crescent Constantia: SRT Donovan reported telephonically that an armed robbery took 
place at 13 Siraj Crescent in Constantia. Husband and wife held at gun point by 3 black males in dark clothes, 
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all 3 men have the same tattoos on the left arm and back of their necks. Jewellery, fire-arm and more items 
taken from the house. Suspect fled in blue Toyota Corolla (no reg nr). Suspects were seen by Strawberry 
Lane Security in the area and left direction Ladies Mile. No arrests made.  Follow up operations underway. 

 
Arrests: Constantia 

 03-11-2012 just after 08h30 SRT members on crime prevention patrols observed a suspicious person 
hanging around the Alphen Center, Constantia Main Rd. This person was approached and interviewed. He 
was found to be in possession of a large quantity of Crystal methamphetamine (tik) as well as Unga (a mix of 
low grade heroin and cleaning detergent). Tik puts you on a high and Unga brings you down. Suspect also 
found in possession of large quantities of five rand coins. All indications are that he is dealing in Tik and Unga 
from the Alphen Center. Suspect resides in Atlantis on the West Coast. He was handed over to Wynberg 
SAPS and detained. CAS 49/11/2012. 

 


